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JOB AND PERSON SPECIFICATION 

 

 

Job Title:       Office Manager (Joint Office for Commonwealth Permanent Missions to the 

United Nations in New York) 

        

Division:        Secretary-General’s Office                            

 

Grade:            H 

                     

 

 Reports to:   Deputy Secretary-General  

                      

 

General Information 

 

The Joint Office for Commonwealth Permanent Missions to the United Nations provides a 

subsidised office space facility for the representation of small Commonwealth countries at the 

United Nations that cannot afford the full cost of a Permanent Mission in New York. The office 

enables them to maintain a presence and engage with the United Nations and other multilateral 

agencies and to help them participate in international decision-making processes to help 

strengthen their resilience.     

 

Job Summary 

 

The Office Manager acts as the chargé d’affaires (in charge of matters) for the Joint Office for 

Commonwealth Permanent Missions to the United Nations. The Manager will be responsible for 

the management and delivery of administrative, financial, personnel, and related services as 

have been agreed between governments participating in the Joint Office for Commonwealth 

Permanent Missions to the United Nations in New York, donor governments and the 

Commonwealth Secretariat.   

 

The post-holder will also be responsible for developing the necessary guidelines for services 

under their responsibility and for recommending these for approval, to the Deputy Secretary-

General in consultation with senior management as necessary. 

 

Task Description 

 

The post-holder will be responsible for: 

 

Representation 

 Act as the ‘chargé d’affaires (in charge of matters). He/she acts as an interface 

between the Commonwealth Secretariat and the United Nations (UN) and other 

international organisations in New York, including through representing the Secretariat 

in co-ordinating meetings. 

 

 Oversee the coordination of logistical and administrative arrangements for requests of 

bi-lateral meetings by delegations from the Secretariat with the UN and other agencies 

in New York. 
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 Represent the Secretariat on a day-to-day basis and as necessary, on management, 

budgetary and operational discussions, with resident missions and with contributing 

member governments. 

 

 Host delegations from member governments as requested from time to time for the 

purpose of viewing the facility, for example, as potential residents or potential 

contributors. 

 

 

Human Resources Support 

 Provide leadership to the Administrative Assistant, and is responsible for his/her 

appraisal and supervision. 

 

 Assist with compensation and benefits administration, and employee safety and welfare 

initiatives in liaison with head office in London. 

 

 Manage the administration of local insurances and employee benefits. Serve as the 

primary liaison with the local insurance companies, in coordination with the Human 

Resources and Facilities Management Division (HRFM) in London. 

 

 Coordinate with HRFM and the legal counsel regarding matters related to taxes, local 

registration, Human Resources, local office operations, changes in labour law and other 

matters as they arise. 

 

 Lead on implementation of any local human resources requirements and labour laws 

where necessary/relevant. 

 

 

Financial Management 

 Promote sound financial management and procedures and proactively seek improvement 

and cost-effectiveness; and ensure that accounting processes and procedures for the 

office in accordance with Secretariat’s accounting policies. 

 

 In coordination with the office of the Deputy Secretary General, (Headquarters, 

London), lead the annual development and quarterly reforecast of the office’s annual 

budget; and monitor the office’s expenditure and review budgeted to actual 

expenditures on a monthly basis to ensure that spending is in line with budget 

allocation; and assist with securing financial contributions from member governments. 

 

 Prepare monthly management and expenditure reports, in conjunction with the Finance 

and Information Management Section (FMIS) and the general monthly report to the DSG. 

 

 Work closely with the FMIS to support financial reporting and auditing processes; and 

ensure all financial transactions (invoices, invoicing, petty cash accounts and claims) are 

up-to-date, efficiently followed up, recorded, referenced and filed. 
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Operations 

Oversee all day-to-day administrative operations for the office in particular: 

 

 Manage the provision of office accommodation to Resident Missions and visiting 

delegations from the Commonwealth member countries and the Secretariat. 

 

 Responsible for developing and updating the necessary guidelines for services and for 

submitting them to the Office of the Deputy Secretary General in consultation with 

senior management as necessary.  

 

 Establish and maintain relationships with local vendors, process monthly invoices, 

facilitate the execution of contracts and conduct an annual assessment of needs and 

services. 

 

 Act as key liaison officer representing the Secretariat in negotiations with commercial 

landlords, contractors and Resident Missions; and organise the Annual Meeting of 

Resident Missions and Contributors.   

 

 Manage space utilisation, maintenance and servicing, office cleaning and waste 

servicing; and develop and implement plans for asset maintenance and replacement. 

 

 Manage and ensure that the common service areas and facilities effectively support the 

Secretariat and its Resident Missions’ requirements and objectives; and regularly review 

options for accommodation proposals, space utilisation for DSG’s approval. 

 

 Manage the procurement of cost-effective and appropriate goods and services to meet 

the needs of the Office within a fair and open competitive system; and ensure that 

inventories of office equipment, materials, and books/publications, etc. are 

maintained. 

 

 Prepare the office’s Annual Report and the Office’s contribution to the Six-Month 

Progress Report and the Annual Results Report. 

 

 Comply with Health and Safety regulations, ensuring that Health & Safety, emergency 

procedures and safe working practices are maintained throughout the property for 

employees, contractors, Resident Missions and visitors to the office.     

 

 Perform any other duties that may be required from time to time. 

 

Person Specification 

 

Education 

 

 A recognised first degree. 

 A recognised professional qualification, preferably in management, procurement, 

accounting or related qualification. 
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Experience 

 

 At least 5 years’ progressive experience in office administration, including 

administrative/financial management and human resources. 

 Experience in providing strategic and best practice advice to senior management 

regarding health and safety issues, procurement and/or general administration in a 

multicultural setting. 

 Experience in managing staff; contracts as well as ensuring contractors regularly achieve 

KPIs and SLAs. 

 Experience in dealing with a multidisciplinary and specialist teams, forward –thinking 

and a proven track record of delivering high-quality results. 

 Must be a reliable, detail-oriented self-starter with proven ability to coordinate 

different programme; event planning and the ability to work under tight deadlines. 

 An international mind-set and cultural sensitivity, with a diplomatic and respectful 

demeanour. 

 Excellence in professional writing and communication skills and excellent interpersonal 

skills. 

 Fluency in English (speaking, reading, writing).  

 Proficiency in the use of MS Office Suite applications (Microsoft Word, Excel, Outlook) 

and financial software. 

 

Desirable  

 

 A general understanding of the role of an international organisation.  

 Experience of working with an international organisation. 

 Experience and understanding of the operations of the United Nations. 

 Knowledge and experience  of US Federal requirements on range of matters relevant to 

office operations including human resources, labour law compliance, office registration, 

reporting requirements, and annual statutory compliance. 

 A general understanding of the role of an international organisation such as the 

Commonwealth. 

 Experience in dealing with diplomatic missions. 

 A working knowledge of French. 

 

Competencies: 

Respect for Diversity 

 

Works effectively with people from all backgrounds.  

 

Treats all people with dignity and respect. Treats men and women equally.  
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Shows respect and understanding of diverse points of view and demonstrates 

understanding in daily work and decision making. 

 

Examine own biases and behaviours to avoid stereotypical responses and does not 

discriminate against any individual or group. 

 

Encourages others to evaluate systems, processes & behaviour to ensure respect for 

diversity is demonstrated 

Working with Others 

 

Promotes team work and removes barriers to effective team working 

 

Provides advice and guidance for others sensitively and where appropriate 

 

Establishes ownership for relevant activities from the outset 

 

Develops a wide network, including senior level contacts  to facilitate activities and 

further own knowledge 

 

Manages expectations of member states e.g. to ensure the alignment of what is 

requested and what Commonwealth Secretariat can offer 

 

Demonstrates an ability to negotiate with and influence senior colleagues and contacts 

 

Proactively liaises with other divisions, partners & third parties 

 

Managing Resources 

Identifies targets for team activities and manages progress against objectives  

 

Plans and manages activity spend accurately against budget 

 

Takes responsibility for team activity and finds solutions to set backs in a timely and 

professional manner 

 

Effectively motivates team e.g. by recognising and promoting team and individual 

contribution inter alia 

 

Recognises strengths and weaknesses in others, structuring teams based on this 

knowledge 

 

Drives forward results of others 

 

Takes ownership for team wellbeing 

Decision Making 

 

Considers the relevant justifications for a particular course of action 

 

Takes context into consideration when making decisions 
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Makes effective decisions when acting on behalf of a senior colleague, seeking advice 

where appropriate 

 

Bases actions and approaches on the root cause of an issue, rather than the symptoms 

 

Accountability 

Takes ownership of assigned tasks, honours deadlines.  

 

Ensures timely delivery of outputs within defined cost and quality standard 

parameters.  

 

Takes responsibility for own shortcomings and compliances.  

 

Supports subordinates, provides oversight and takes responsibility for all delegated 

assignments. 

Leadership and Development 

 

Mentors colleagues effectively e.g.  by suggesting development goals and providing on 

the job coaching inter alia 

Provides constructive feedback to team members and colleagues with confidence and 

sensitivity 
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